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Abstract
This study introduces a simplified model for bridge-vehicle interaction for medium- to long-span
bridges subject to random traffic loads. Previous studies have focused on calculating the exact
response of the vehicle or the bridge based on an interaction force derived from the compatibility
between two systems. This process requires multiple iterations per time step per vehicle until the
compatibility is reached. When a network of vehicles is considered, the compatibility equation turns
to a system of coupled equations which dramatically increases the complexity of the convergence
process. In this study, we simplify the problem into two sub-problems that are decoupled: (a) a
bridge subject to a random Gaussian excitation, and (b) individual sensing agents that are subject
to linear superposition of the bridge response and the road profile roughness. The study provides
sufficient evidences to confirm the simulation approach is valid with minimal error when the bridge
span is medium to long, and the spatio-temporal load pattern can be modeled as random Gaussian.
Quantitatively, the proposed approach is over 1,000 times more computationally efficient when
compared to the conventional approach for a 500 m long bridge, with response prediction errors
below 0.1%.
1 Introduction
The problem of vehicle-bridge interaction (VBI) has been studied widely over recent years due to the broad applications
spanning from fatigue analysis and bridge mobile sensing [Chen and Cai, 2007, Zhu and Law, 2015, 2016, Yang and
Yang, 2018, Eshkevari et al., 2020] to ride comfort and safety analysis [Zhou and Chen, 2016, Camara et al., 2019].
The complexity of the problem has resulted in a reliance on numerical modeling to evaluate research hypotheses [Yang
et al., 2004, Malekjafarian and OBrien, 2014, Eshkevari et al., 2019]. Consequently, today various numerical tools for
VBImodeling are available, yet the majority are geared towards problems concerning individual vehicle dynamics, e.g.,
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a single vehicle’s interaction with a simple bridge. Recent applications on vehicle fleets and crowdsensing methods
[O’Keeffe et al., 2019, Matarazzo et al., 2018] have provided insight into the wealth of SHM information that can be
produced by ubiquitous mobile sensors. Such large-scale analyses call for interaction methods that can incorporate
vehicular networks, everyday traffic scenarios, and are computationally efficient.
1.1 Crowdsensing the Built Environment with Mobile Sensors
The growing adoption of internet of things technologies and connected devices in smart cities suggest a new sensing
paradigm in which new information is regularly gathered from the crowd, e.g., individual smartphones, vehicular sensor
networks, etc. Calabrese et al. [2010] proposed a real-time data aggregation solution for constructing a dynamic urban
map of large cities using crowdsourced smartphone data. Wang et al. [2012] quantified traffic patterns and proposed
management applications based on large-scale mobile phone data. Yu et al. [2015] successfully utilized smartphone
sensors for structural health monitoring application due to its availability and inexpensive data acquisition. Feng et al.
[2015], Ozer et al. [2015] also suggested novel applications in post-event bridge vibration analysis using stationary
smartphones as sensors. Figure 1 illustrates how a vehicle can act as a sensing agent amongst bridge traffic.
Sensing Agent
Sensing Agent
Applied Load:
a) Real-world scenario: a bridge subject
 to traffic load is being sensed by one 
sensing agent.
b) Equivalent scenario: random traffic
load produce response which is equivalent
to bridge under ambient random load.
Figure 1: Crowdsourcing framework. The sensing agent is one (or more) particular vehicle within a large pool of
crossing vehicles. The problem is equivalent to a case in which the bridge is subject to ambient random load while
being scanned by the sensing agent.
Crowdsensing inherently relies onmobile sensor networks, which is an emerging data acquisition technique in structural
healthmonitoring (SHM). Historically, observations of structural dynamics have been based onmeasurements collected
by fixed sensor networks. Matarazzo and Pakzad [2016a,b] presented the STRIDE modal identification algorithm and
verified that mobile sensor data was suitable for a comprehensive modal identification (frequencies, damping ratios,
and mode shapes). Matarazzo and Pakzad [2016c] proposed the truncated physical state-space model as an efficient
approach for representing time-space observations from a mobile sensor network. Matarazzo and Pakzad [2018]
presented an identification algorithm called STRIDEX to identify truncated physical model parameters, which enabled
efficient and scalable modal identification using mobile sensors; it was shown that one mobile sensor provided a mode
shape density comparable to 120 fixed sensors.
Matarazzo et al. [2018] presented a real-world application of mobile sensors, in the form of smartphones in moving
vehicles. Significant indicators of the first three modal frequencies of the Harvard Bridge were found by aggregating
data from about forty bridge trips. Eshkevari and Pakzad [2020], Sadeghi Eshkevari et al. [2020] proposed a method
called MIMC to consider vibration data collected by multiple mobile sensors with random motions which successfully
identified bridge modal properties in simulated applications. These studies show promise for the use of crowdsourcing
in bridge health monitoring. Yet further development is needed, e.g., analytical and experimental studies, to attain the
sophistication and robustness of the traditional modal identification methods based on fixed sensor data.
1.2 Vehicle-bridge interaction modeling
More practical approaches for bridge health monitoring such as crowdsensing requires a computationally scalable
numerical framework. A comprehensive literature review of common VBI simulation approaches is provided by
González [2010]. Initially, the vehicle-bridge interaction was modeled using 1D continuous beam models subject
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to simple moving loads [Fry`ba, 2013] which is solvable in closed-form. By further development of computers and
increasing use of the finite element method, the problem was reframed as a multi degrees of freedom (MDOF) system
for the bridge interacting with simplified dynamical models of the vehicle. This approach has been broadly adopted
for VBI modeling, mostly for short to mid-span bridges subject to a very limited number of vehicles with controlled
motions. In this approach, once the models for the vehicle and the bridge are selected (based on required accuracy and
fidelity), the dynamic equations of each component are separately built, in which the interaction forces between the
vehicle and the bridge are coupled to the both sets of equations. Therefore, a numerical solver is required to solve the
problem either iteratively or as a coupled system of equations.
The underlying principles of the approach, that is the interactive dynamic force acting between the vehicle and the
bridge, have remained consistent throughout the literature. The uncoupled iterative algorithm is the most common
method for VBI problems [Lin and Yang, 2005, Kim and Kawatani, 2008, OBrien et al., 2010, González et al., 2012,
Yang and Yang, 2018]. Various versions of the algorithm has been developed based on the problem requirements, e.g.,
different vehicle models, single DOF, quarter-car, or half-car models as well as different bridge models with different
fidelity levels (such as 2D, 3D, with or without material or geometrical nonlinearities). However, in the majority of
these studies, a short- to mid-span bridge has been considered. As mentioned in González [2010], when the vehicle
mass is negligible compared to the bridge mass (which is the case for medium to long bridges) and a smooth pavement
is assumed, a moving mass model can be replaced with the dynamic model of the vehicle that simplifies the simulation
process. Road irregularities contribute complex dynamics to the interaction force, which emphasize the importance of
a fully coupled model.
In the uncoupled iterative approach, the bridge model is analyzed multiple times (once at the beginning, and at least
once for each time step inside the compatibility convergence loop). In addition, as the bridge dimension grows, an
accurate bridge model requires more degrees of freedom, which increases the computational costs. A limited number
of studies have considered long-span bridges along with a dense vehicle network for the simulation purpose. Camara
et al. [2019] recently modeled wind-bridge-vehicle interaction using the uncoupled iterative approach. The study could
accurately model the system by adopting complex models for each component. The complexity of the approach implies
that it requires great efforts to built such a high fidelity model, which may neither be a feasible nor cost effective
solution for crowdsensing or other crude vehicle-bridge interacting scenarios. Moreover, bridge standards recommend
lower dynamic factors for medium to long bridges compared to short bridges [AASHTO, 2008]; which means that the
VBI interaction force is less dynamic and more similar to a constant moving load. These challenges and specifications
suggest that it may not be required to use rigorous iterative solutions for VBI simulation of medium to long bridges
subject to heavy traffic loads. This study intends to demonstrate that a simplified simulation approach inspired by the
conventional uncoupled iterative algorithm [González, 2010] is able to simulate VBI problems with high accuracy and
dramatically less computational effort.
Figure 1 shows how the same notion is applicable in the VBI simulation. This figure demonstrates a scenario of interest
in which the bridge is subject to a random traffic network. The objective is to simulate the system and finally calculate
the collected response of the sensing agent. In a brute-force approach, the spatial coordinates andmechanical properties
of every single vehicle in the network is required to fully determine the complex model. Such an accurate information
setting is quite impractical and unnecessary. Alternatively, one can simulate the collective loading effect of the vehicle
network (the sensing agent excluded) by ambient random load (as shown in Figure 1 - b). If the spatio-temporal ambient
random load is represented as a matrix F0, the conventional algorithm for simulating the VBI problem is as shown in
Algorithm 1.
In this algorithm, Mbrg,Cbrg, Kbrg and Mvcl,Cvcl, Kvcl characterize mechanical properties of the bridge and the
vehicle, respectively. rgh is a vector of roughness profile elevations at bridge DOFs. The algorithm performs the
following steps:
1. The bridge is subjected to random ambient load F0 at different physical locations.
2. A vehicle starts moving from one side of the bridge and at each time instance, the bridge response (displace-
ment) from the previous step in addition to the local roughness intensity (i.e., rgh(t)) is input to the vehicle
system.
3. The vehicle response to the applied force from the previous step is then analyzed using a Matlab ordinary
differential equation (ODE) solver to calculate its displacement response (line 9 in Algorithm 1). Based
on this response, the interacting force between the sensing vehicle and the bridge is calculated as: Ft =
−Kvcl[2](yvcl(t) − wv) − Cvcl[2](y′vcl(t) − wv′) (where [2] stands for the 2nd DOF of the vehicle, i.e., the
tire). Note that if Ft < 0, it is replaced with zero since it means that the vehicle lost its contact.
4. The interaction force from the vehicle to the bridge Ft upgrades the original loading matrix F0 to produce F.
At this location, the bridge is required to be analyzed again with the updated force matrix. Here, Newmark-β
method is used for bridge dynamics analysis [Newmark et al., 1959].
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Algorithm 1 Conventional iterative VBI simulation.
1: Input: Mbrg,Cbrg, Kbrg,Mvcl,Cvcl, Kvcl, F0, rgh
2: Ybrg = Newmarkβ(Mbrg,Cbrg, Kbrg, F0)
3: for t = 1, · · · , T do
4: Initiate r := 1, rn := 1000
5: while abs(r − rn) < threshold do
6: r = Ybrg(t)
7: wv = rgh(t) + r
8: wv′ = rgh′(t) + Y ′
brg
(t)
9: yvcl(t) = ODE45(Mvcl,Cvcl, Kvcl,wv,wv′)
10: Ft = −Kvcl(2) ∗ (yvcl(t) − wv) − Cvcl(2) ∗ (y′vcl(t) − wv′)
11: R = −Mvclg − Ft
12: F = F0
13: F(t) = R
14: Ybrg = Newmarkβ(Mbrg,Cbrg, Kbrg, F)
15: rn = Ybrg(t)
16: Return Ybrg, yvcl
5. If the difference between the updated bridge displacement and the one that was applied in Step 2 is higher than
a predefined threshold, the process should be repeated from Step 2 onward by the updated bridge response.
Otherwise, the vehicle moves to the next DOF on the bridge.
Step 5 in this process (i.e., the while loop in Algorithm 1) is expensive since it results in multiple full bridge analysis
iterations within a time step. This is quite significant when the bridge is discretized with a large number of DOFs.
Figure 2 summarizes the approaches one can take for calculation of the sensing vehicle’s measurement. In case (a), the
brute-force approach is shown in which all the vehicles are coupled with the bridge.
1.3 Simplified Model
This study proposes a fast and accurate simulation approach for VBI problems in which: (1) the bridge span is medium
to long and it is flexible, and (2) the vehicle network load is modeled as a random spatio-temporal load over the bridge
span. The second condition refers to the ambient vibrations caused by a network of moving vehicles [De Roeck et al.,
2000, Ren et al., 2004, Ren and Zong, 2004, Pakzad et al., 2008].
In Figure 2b, shows a simplified representation of Figure 1a, in which the traffic network (the sensing agent excluded)
is replaced with an applied ambient white noise load while the sensing agent is still interacting with the bridge in
a coupled fashion. While this approach is significantly less computationally expensive by comparison, the coupled
system still requires iterations to reach the compatibility between the vehicle and the bridge at each time step. In this
paper, we present an approach in which the compatibility calculations between two interacting components are not
iterative, as shown in Figure 2 - c. In this approach, we posit that the dynamical effect of an individual sensing agent
on a bridge response is negligible when the bridge is medium to long and the cumulative effect of other loads (the
individual vehicle excluded) is significantly greater than a single vehicle. The approach is presented in Algorithm 2:
Algorithm 2 Simplified non-iterative VBI simulation.
1: Input: Mbrg,Cbrg, Kbrg,Mvcl,Cvcl, Kvcl, F0, rgh
2: Ybrg = Newmarkβ(Mbrg,Cbrg, Kbrg, F0)
3: for t = 1, · · · , T do
4: r = Ybrg(t)
5: wv = rgh(t) + r
6: wv′ = rgh′(t) + Y ′
brg
(t)
7: yvcl(t) = ODE45(Mvcl,Cvcl, Kvcl,wv,wv′)
8: Return Ybrg, yvcl
In this algorithm, the bridge is only analyzed once at the beginning under F0. The bridge response is then linearly
superimposed with rgh and then, applied to the vehicle dynamical model. In fact, the approach is similar to the
constant force method proposed in González [2010]. However, in our approach the vehicle dynamics is incorporated
in the vehicle response, which was not the case in a moving mass model. The approach has not been proposed or
utilized previously; yet needs to be fully justified and evaluated. In the rest of this paper, we first propose a theoretical
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proof on a simplified case of the coupled VBI problem. This part intends to demonstrate that bridge to vehicle mass
and stiffness ratios are the keys to determine the coupling degree. In the next step, VBI responses of multiple bridges
with different characteristics and vehicles are numerically simulated using coupled (i.e., conventional) and uncoupled
(i.e., simplified) procedures and results are compared. Discussions and comparison of the numerical results are also
supplemented in the last sections.
a) Simulation approach 1:
consider a fully coupled system consisting
of multiple vehicles interacting with bridge.
b) Simulation approach 2:
consider a fully coupled system consisting 
of a single vehicle (sensing agent) interact-
-ing with bridge.
c) Simulation approach 3:
consider a decoupled system consisting of 
a bridge subject to ambient load. The bri-
-ge response is then input to the sensing 
agent system.
Sensing Agent
Sensing Agent
Applied Load:
Sensing Agent:
Applied Load:
Bridge Response (ubrg):
Vehicle Response
ubrg
Figure 2: Simulation approaches: a) a complex and coupled system of a vehicle network interacting with a bridge; b) a
coupled system of the sensing vehicle interacting with the bridge. The bridge is separately subject to an ambient load
to capture the vehicle network’s load; c) the proposed approach in which the bridge is only subject to the ambient load.
The response is then applied to an uncoupled model of the sensing vehicle to produce the vehicle output.
2 Theoretical Approach
In this section, a closed-form theoretical proof for validity of the simplified model is presented. Generally, vehicle-
bridge interaction is a complex model to be solved in closed-form, however, simplified models can be used for proof of
concept [Fry`ba, 2013, Yang et al., 2004]. The objective here is to show that a coupled VBI system subject to external
stochastic excitations produces bridge and vehicle responses that are very close to the responses of an uncoupled
system, especially if the bridge is long and heavy. For this purpose, the mass and spring system shown in Figure 3
is considered in which the vehicle is located at the mid-span of the beam with no motion and in full interaction (no
damping is considered with no loss of generality). The random spatio-temporal load of the bridge is also lumped into
an effective point load that is applied to the bridge mass. In particular, the proof intends to show that the coupling of
the bridge response xb to the vehicle interaction decays as the bridge dimensions grow.
From Figure 3, the beam is modeled as a unidirectional spring, while the vehicle is a single DOF system. The bridge
spring represents the first modal stiffness of the beam. The bridge mass is lumped at the contact point of the two
components. The setup constitutes a 2 DOF coupled system with the equation of motion shown in Equation 1. Using
this simplified setup, both responses are calculated in closed-form:
[
mb 0
0 mv
] [ Üxb
Üxv
]
+
[
kb + kv −kv
−kv kv
] [
xb
xv
]
=
[
f (t)
0
]
(1)
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f(t)
kv
kb
mb
mv
Figure 3: schematic of the coupled setup
where mb and mv are the bridge and vehicle masses, respectively; Also, kb and kv are the stiffnesses for two the
components. For further calculations, it is assumed that mb = αmv = αm and kb = βkv = βk in which α and β are
bridge to vehicle mass and stiffness ratios, respectively, and α > β. Therefore, using relative mass and stiffness ratios,
Equation 1 can be states as:
[
αm 0
0 m
]
ÜX +
[(1 + β)k −k
−k k
]
X =
[
f (t)
0
]
(2)
in which X = [xb; xv] contains the bridge and vehicle responses, respectively. In order to solve this equation for X, the
first step is to decouple it by using modal transformation using eigenvalue analysis shown in Equation 3.
det
((β + 1)k − αmω2 −k
−k k − mω2
)
= ((β + 1)k − αmω2)(k − mω2) − k2 = 0 (3)
By assuming mω2k = λ and dividing both sides by k
2 we have:
(β + 1) − (β + 1)λ − αλ + αλ2 − 1 = 0
λ =
α + β ±
√
(α + β + 1)2 − 4αβ
2α
(4)
One can simply assume that α + β + 1 ≈ α + β since ratios are significantly large (especially the mass ratio α)
when considering commercial vehicles and mid- to long-span bridges. This helps further simplifications as shown in
Equation 5:
λ =
α + β ±
√
(α + β)2 − 4αβ
2α
=
α + β ± (α − β)
2α
λ1 = 1⇒ ω1 =
√
k
m
= ωv
λ2 =
β
α
⇒ ω2 =
√
β
α
ωv (5)
It is worth noting that from Equation 5, one of the natural frequencies is equal to the vehicle’s fundamental frequency.
Once the eigenvalues are found, eigenvectors can be derived to allow for modal superposition. For brevity, this
calculation is summarized and the final mode shapes are presented in Equation 6.
Φ =
[ 1
β−α+1
α−β
α
1 1
]
=
[
φ11 φ12
φ21 φ22
]
(6)
In Equation 1, f (t) is the applied load function, which is ultimately assumed as an ambient white noise for a random
traffic network (i.e., Gaussian white noise ∼ N(0, σ2)). In order to calculate the response of the system to such
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loads, one approach is to convert it to a sum of sinusoidal waves using Fourier transform. For a Gaussian white
noise, the spectral density function is a continuous function of a constant value (the value equals σ2). Therefore, for
simplicity, the response of the system subject to a single sinusoidal load is found in closed-form and then, the effect
of different frequencies is evaluated by parametric study to determine whether the same conclusion is valid over the
entire frequency band. Therefore, f (t) = Aesin(ωet) is defined, in which Ae and ωe are the sinusoidal amplitude and
frequency, respectively. To convert the equation of motion shown in Equation 1 to modal coordinates, we premultiply
both sides by ΦT . The modal force vector and modal stiffness are then calculated as shown in Equation 7:
ΦTF(t) =
[ 1
β−α+1 1 − βα
1 1
]T [
Aesin(wet)
0
]
=
[
Ae
β−α+1 sin(wet)
Ae (α−β)
α sin(wet)
]
Kˆ = ΦTKΦ =
[
kˆ1 0
0 kˆ2
]
=

[
α
(β−α+1)2 +
α−β−2
β−α+1
]
k 0
0
[
β3+(1−2α)β2+βα2
α2
]
k

xb = φ11q1 + φ21q2
mˆ1 Üq1 + kˆ1q1 = Ae
β − α + 1 sin(wet)
mˆ2 Üq2 + kˆ2q2 = Ae(α − β)
α
sin(wet) (7)
The steady-state responses of the single-degree of freedom systems subject to a harmonic load have the following form
shown in Equation 8:
q1(t) =
Ae
β−α+1
kˆ1
1
1 − γ2 .sin(ωet)
q2(t) =
Ae (α−β)
α
kˆ2
1
1 − αβ γ2
.sin(ωet) (8)
in which γ = ωe/ωv . For a unit amplitude of the external load (i.e., Ae = 1) and by substitution of stiffness from
Equation 7 to Equations 8, the harmonic amplitudes are calculated as follows:
amp(q1) = β − α + 1(γ2 − 1)(α2 − 2αβ − 4α + β2 + 3β + 2)k
amp(q2) = α(α − β)(β − αγ2)(α2 − 2αβ + β2 + β)k (9)
Finally, by modal superposition of two modal responses, the amplitude of the total harmonic vibration of the bridge is
calculated as shown in Equation 10:
amp(xb) = φ11 × amp(q1) + φ21 × amp(q2) =
1
k
[
1
(γ2 − 1)(α2 − 2αβ − 4α + β2 + 3β + 2) +
(α − β)2
(β − αγ2)(α2 − 2αβ + β2 + β)
]
(10)
So far, the bridge response from the fully coupled setup is derived. In order to find the bridge response using the
second approach (i.e., the simplified model), the setup shown in Figure 4 is assumed. The bridge model is individually
subject to the external load and responds to it. The response is then applied to an isolated vehicle model to produce
the vehicle response. The closed-form solution for the bridge response in such an uncoupled setup is trivial and shown
in Equation 11.
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f(t)
kb
mb
kv
mv
step 1 step 2
xb(t)
Figure 4: schematic of the uncoupled setup
mb Üxb + kbxb = Aesin(ωet)
xb =
Ae
kb
.
1
1 − ωeωb
2 .sin(ωet)
amp(xb) = 1k(β + αγ2) (11)
Once Equations 10 and 11 are derived, the parametric study can take place. Both equations are functions of α, β, and
γ. By plotting the response error between these two solutions for different ranges of these three parameters, the extent
of the error in the simplified decoupled model can be investigated. Intuitively, as the bridge size increases, the stiffness
of the structure decreases (i.e., longer bridges are more flexible), and the mass increases, resulting lower fundamental
frequencies. Themain objective is to observe the sensitivity of the error to the bridge size. Therefore, different mass and
stiffness ratio pairs are plugged into both equations and errors are calculated. In addition, different loading frequencies
are also examined. The mass and stiffness ratios (α and β) used for this purpose range [50 : 10, 000] and [500 : 10],
respectively, modeling short (stiff) bridges to long (flexible) ones. Loading frequencies spread exponentially from
10−3Hz to 103Hz to envelope a sufficiently wide range of loading frequencies. Figure 5 summarizes the outcomes of
the parametric study. Note that the x axis corresponds to different mass and stiffness ratio pairs, which is normalized
to better convey the qualitative aspect of the plot (i.e., 0 is the stiffest bridge while 1 stands for the most flexible one).
Figure 5 demonstrates that based on the closed-form solutions, what would be the extent of error in the simplified
simulation method for different types of bridges. As the bridge size increases, the error between two methods decays
substantially (e.g., below 0.1% error for long bridges). This supports the idea that an uncoupled simplified solution
is accurate enough when the bridge length increases. The figure also shows that there is a range of bridges in which
the error is not negligible (for relatively short bridges the error can be up to 50% when the loading frequency resonate
with the natural frequency of the vehicle). Also notice that the same trend occurs for different loading frequencies,
with maximum error near the vehicle resonance frequency.
In this part, using our simplified model we showed that the uncoupled simulation approach yields accurate results when
compared to the fully coupled approach, especially when the bridge size grows. In the next section, the results from a
more detailed numerical simulation of the vehicle-bridge interaction are presented in order to incorporate other aspects
of the VBI problems, such as vehicle motions and road roughness profile.
3 Numerical Analysis
In this section, the VBI problem is modeled numerically in Matlab and the results are compared with the signals from
the simplified simulation approach. In this numerical case study, six bridges with different span lengths are modeled
in SAP2000 and two simulation approaches are implemented. The exact numerical approach for modeling the bridge
response interacting with a moving vehicle (roughness included) is adopted from González et al. [2012] as presented
in Algorithm 1.
The bridge setup is shown in Figure 6. The span varies from 15 m (very short and stiff bridge) to 500 m (long and
flexible bridge), with mechanical properties shown in Table 1. The bridge is 3D modeled in SAP2000 using prismatic
beams with box cross-sections. The structural behavior is assumed linearly elastic for consistency with operational
8
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Figure 5: Results of the theoretical approach: parametric study shows the extent of the error for different bridge types
and loading frequencies when using the simplified bridge-vehicle simulation approach.
Varies
Mus
CusKus
Ms
CsKs
Figure 6: Schematic of simulated model - roughness profile is also included
modal analysis. The road roughness profile is adapted according to ISO standard for a road class ’A’ [de Normalización ,
Ginebra] which is the case for a well maintained highway road condition. At each time instance, the bridge model
is analyzed dynamically using Newmark-β method using matrices imported from SAP2000. For the vehicle, first a
quarter-car model is adopted with the properties shown in Table 2. This vehicle simulates suspension properties of
a commercial vehicle with high damping and low natural frequency (which are critical factors for a comfortable ride
9
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[Milliken et al., 2002]). The second vehicle is a quarter-car model of a heavy truck adopted from [Harris et al., 2007,
Elhattab et al., 2016] with properties shown in Table 3. The second vehicle is selected to investigate the approximation
error of using the simplified method for heavy sensing agents when the weight is not negligible.
Table 1: Bridge spans and cross-section dimensions
Span length [m] 15m 30m 50m 100m 200m 500m
Outside depth [m] 0.60 1.10 1.60 2.40 3.00 5.00
Outside width [m] 0.3 0.50 1.30 2.00 2.50 4.00
Flange thickness [m] 0.04 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.50
Web thickness [m] 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.25
Fundamental freq. [Hz] 8.03 3.63 2.05 0.75 0.24 0.06
Table 2: Commercial vehicle properties
Property Name Value Units
Unsprung Mass 69.9 Kg
Sprung Mass 466.0 Kg
Tire Damping 0.0 Ns/m
Suspension Damping 2796.0 Ns/m
Tire Stiffness 3043.0 N/m
Suspension Stiffness 290.3 N/m
Fundamental Frequency 1.2 Hz
Table 3: Heavy truck properties
Property Name Value Units
Unsprung Mass 700.0 Kg
Sprung Mass 17,300.0 Kg
Tire Damping 0.0 Ns/m
Suspension Damping 1.0 × 104 Ns/m
Tire Stiffness 1.75 × 106 N/m
Suspension Stiffness 4.0 × 105 N/m
Fundamental Frequency 0.69 Hz
For a fair comparison, the vehicle’s speed is kept constant among all bridge spans (10m/sec). Finally, the traffic load
is modeled as a random ambient load uniformly applied over the span with the amplitude proportional to the number
of vehicles. In particular, for n vehicles, a random and sparse matrix is generated in which the sum of forces in each
row (i.e., for each time instance) is equal to n×2, 000× g N, assuming 2, 000 kg for the average weight of a commercial
vehicle and g is the gravity acceleration. Four traffic levels are considered for each span length with n = 0, 10, 20, 50
(n = 0 models an isolated bridge while n = 50 models a bridge with 50 vehicles moving while being scanned by the
sensing agent). The bridge is modeled as a MDF system with 0.1m spatial discretization (e.g., 15 m long bridge is
modeled with 150 DOFs). For simulating responses using the decoupled model, Algorithm 2 is adopted: the random
traffic load is firstly applied to the bridge with no consideration for the sensing vehicle. The bridge responses at the
vehicle locations are then aligned in space and applied to the model of the sensing vehicle. The vehicle processes the
input through its dynamical model (shown in Tables 2 and 3) and produce the vehicle response.
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Figure 7: Bridge displacement simulation results for the commercial vehicle
The performance of the simplified model is evaluated in terms of the bridge response as well as the vehicle response.
From Section 2 it is expected that the simplified model yield more accurate response estimations as the length of the
bridge span increases. For the conventional simulation approach, the acceptance threshold for the bridge response is
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Figure 8: Bridge displacement simulation results for the heavy truck
set to 1.5 × 10−12 m. For each bridge span and traffic level pairs, bridge and vehicle response signals are simulated
using two approaches (in total 24 runs for each vehicle); and the errors between two signals are measured in time
and frequency domains using the mean squared error (MSE). For more consistency, the responses are scaled by the
absolute maximum values of the displacement signals found from the conventional method.
Simulated displacement signals for two spans (15 m and 200 m) are shown in Figures 7 and 8. For both vehicle
types, the bridge response differs noticeably between the conventional and simplified VBI simulations for the 15 m
bridge. However, as expected from Section 2, as the bridge length increases, the discrepancy between two simulation
approaches shrinks in bridge response estimation. The MSE values versus bridge length are also presented in Figures
9 and 10 for the commercial vehicle and Figures 11 and 12 for the heavy truck to further quantify this observation.
Figures 9 and 11 (error in the bridge response simulations) show a strictly decreasing MSE value as the bridge length
increases. In addition, in both cases, as the traffic level increases (i.e., from n = 0 to n = 50), the estimation error
reduces. This is more evident for the commercial vehicle. Note that the same patterns are deduced from the frequency
representation plots.
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Figure 9: Bridge response comparison for the commercial vehicle in terms of the MSE: The trends show more accurate
simulation results as bridge span or traffic volume increases.
Figures 9 and 11 show the extent of error for simulating stationary sensors’ data that are attached to the bridge.
However, what a mobile sensing agent records while scanning the bridge, is not the bridge pure vibrations, but the
vehicle response to it. Therefore, Figures 10 and 12 show the accuracy of the vehicle response subject to the bridge
motion when comparing the simplified model with the conventional approach. In this case, two sensing agents (i.e., the
commercial vehicle versus the heavy truck) react differently. For the commercial vehicle, the responses are relatively
insensitive to the span and traffic level and the errors are consistently low for all cases. However, from Figure 12, the
truck response is simulated less accurately when the bridge span grows from 15 m to 100 m (for longer bridges, a
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Figure 10: Vehicle response comparison for the commercial vehicle in terms of the MSE: The trends show invariance
to the span and the traffic level.
decaying error trend is observed again). In particular, the frequency estimation error for the heavy vehicle crossing a
100 m long bridge is quite noticeable when using the simplified model. From Table 3, the fundamental frequency of
the truck is 0.69Hz which is near resonance for the 100 m long bridge (from Table 1, f = 0.75Hz). Moreover, the
vehicle weight is significant, which results in higher interaction forces applied to the bridge and the vehicle itself. In
fact, this case highlights that when the bridge and the vehicle have near resonance frequencies, the simplified model
works more accurately when the vehicle is lightweight. To validate this, the properties from Table 3 are downscaled
by a factor of 5 (i.e., the same natural frequency while being lighter) and simulation for 100 m long bridge is repeated.
The MSE value for n = 50 from 1.19 × 10−4 reduced to 5.46 × 10−6.
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Figure 11: Bridge response comparison for the heavy truck in terms of the MSE: The trends show more accurate
simulation results as the bridge span or the traffic volume increases.
4 Computational Cost Evaluation
The main objective of the simplified model is to improve the computational performance of simulations while having
a minimal impact on the accuracy of the results. In Figure 13 the computational runtimes for the commercial vehicle
simulation case are compared between two methods (the heavy vehicle yields a very similar plot as well). The figure
elaborates that while the runtime increases linearly in the simplified model, it grows exponentially when using the
conventional approach for longer bridges. For instance, using a single Intel Core i5 CPU, the entire VBI simulation
process for the 500 m long bridge takes 1.8 sec using the simplified model, while the same process takes nearly 2, 250.0
sec using the conventional method (more than 1, 000x slower). This dramatic runtime difference is resulted by the inner
iterations of the conventional approach (see Algorithm 1) that guarantee the compatibility. Within this iteration, the
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Figure 12: Vehicle response comparison for the heavy truck in terms of the MSE: The trends show that the error peaks
when the bridge and the vehicle have close fundamental frequency values.
entire bridge model has to be analyzed repeatedly for the modified interaction force as long as the stopping criterion is
not met, which is computationally very expensive. This is a bottleneck for the numerical computation, especially when
the bridge length increases or models with higher fidelity is of interest (i.e., MDF model grows in size). Alternatively,
the simplifiedmodel fully decouples the bridge model from the vehicle systems, which yields a one-time bridge analysis
(see Algorithm 2). This significant speedup enables to perform VBI simulations for medium- to long-span bridges
with fine spatial discretization, which is required for numerical studies on crowdsensing-based health monitoring.
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Figure 13: Runtime comparison between the conventional and simplified models: the conventional approach is
computationally >1,000x slower than the simplified model for the 500 m bridge with no significant gain in the accuracy
of response estimations.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, a modified simulation algorithm was proposed for vehicle-bridge interaction (VBI) problems concerning
medium- to long-span bridges with random traffic excitation. Our main contribution is the result that as the bridge
flexibility increases (longer spans), the degree of coupling between the vehicle and the bridge reduces notably.
Conventional VBI simulation algorithms require iterations within each time step in order to reach a desired level of
compatibility between the vehicle and the bridge, which is computationally expensive. We show that the proposed
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simple, decoupled model is efficient for simulations of the vehicle-bridge interacting systems in such cases, with
an accuracy that increases with bridge flexibility. In particular, the theoretical analysis showed that the response of
a coupled continuous beam and vehicle setup subject to a random load becomes more independent to the vehicle
dynamics as the bridge mass grows and the stiffness reduces. Therefore, for longer or flexible bridges, the dynamics
are practically independent. Moreover, the numerical simulation validated that the bridge size and traffic load intensity
both affect the accuracy of the bridge vibration estimations using the simplified model. For commercial vehicles, the
simplified method yields accurate response estimations. In the case of a heavy vehicle with a natural frequency near
the bridge’s fundamental frequency, e.g., heavy vehicles and flexible bridges, the error associated with the simplified
model is noticeable. In terms of the computational cost, a comparative study showed that the cost of the conventional
model behaves exponentially while the cost of the simplified model is linear.
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